5-15 Minute Volunteer Opportunities

Much of the work we do at the Society Library requires weeks of training or years of expertise, but there are easy ways that anyone can advance the mission by volunteering for 5-15 minutes. Thank you so much for being involved, these small tasks can add up to a big boost!

5 Minutes

- Follow us on Twitter and make a Retweet
- Follow us on Instagram and Facebook
- Subscribe to our Youtube Channel
- Follow us on Medium and share an article
- Subscribe to our website (scroll towards the bottom)

10 Minutes

- Share our explainer video with a few friends
- Leave us a review at: https://greatnonprofits.org/org/the-society-library
- Choose The Society Library as your Amazon Smile Charity (if you use Amazon.com) and make sure to always go to Smile.Amazon.com instead of Amazon.com.
  - You can also install this browser extension to ensure you never miss an Amazon Smile opportunity.
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15 Minutes

- Find a relevant podcast or web-show that we should be speaking on and send it to Contact@SocietyLibrary.com

- Speak with a friend about the work and mission of the Society Library and request they make a donation (fiat, crypto, in-kind), purchase something from our shop, or contract our services.

- Make a birthday fundraiser supporting the Society Library on Facebook

We’ve found that one of the most helpful things people can do for us is to make introductions, tag us in online conversations, and advocate on our behalf. By keeping us in the conversations of your community, more people become aware of this mission and our work, and will naturally want to help.

Thank you so much for taking the time to volunteer or even just learning more about volunteering. If you would like to support the mission on a more long-term basis, please consider applying to volunteer with us here.

You can also always look for volunteer opportunities listed on Volunteer Match.

VolunteerMatch
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